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At Revive Sport & Spine, we focus on a three tier approach to your care.  As 
mentioned before, soft tissues are often the most damaged and require the most care 
during treatment, this is why the majority of our time is working through the tissues with 
our many available techniques and modalities.  The second phase of our treatment is 
the normalization and manipulation of any restricted joints, spine or extremity.  Third, 
and this may be the most important to your success, rehabilitative exercise.  Almost all 
structures can benefit from stronger supporting muscles or the activation of damaged 
and neurologically lagging muscles.  We center our exercises on symmetry, endurance, 
and strength.  We know that if an injured tissue is not prepared to handle your daily life, 
it will fail again and again.  Our goal is to equip you with the knowledge and tools to 
build a stronger body outside of our office; one that is more functional, efficient and 
movable.  
 
 

While we at Revive Sport & Spine encourage treatment as soon as possible after 
an accident, exercises that Dr. Reheisse demonstrates and coaches patients to perform 
have been shown to be effect for those in a chronic stage of whiplash or those suffering 
from injuries six month past the date of injury.  According to one study, exercise 
therapy, performed twice weekly, was effective in reducing chronic pain (1).  This group 
also demonstrated that patients who added in a body awareness program into their 
exercise, meaning those that stimulated balance & proprioception, had and even 
greater reduction of pain.  Whole body vibration is an effective tool to stimulate 
proprioception & balance, and is offered in our Cottonwood Heights office.  
 
 



Another study demonstrated that combined programs that included strength 
training, range of motion exercises, and flexibility work were effective in the 
management of persistent pain associated with whiplash (2).  The Ontario Protocol for 
Traffic Injury Management Collaboration showed that care which involved manual 
therapy (soft tissue and joint mobilization), education, and exercise provide better 
outcomes (3).  
  
THING WE KNOW 

● Active care has been shown to be more beneficial and decrease healing time in 
select populations.  Patients are encouraged to resume normal activities as soon 
as possible with reassurance of the safety of activity. 

● We know that with lower grade Whiplash disorders, cervical collars have delayed 
healing (4).  

● Exercises prescribed and overseen by a physician have been shown multiple 
times to be beneficial in the progress of care and return to normal function (5).  

● Neck mobilization has been show to be an effective treatment for pain and 
headaches in patients with neck and whiplash associated disorders (6).  

● Normal movements may be uncomfortable at first but pain does not always mean 
more harm is being done.  

● While they save lives each and everyday, and we strongly encourage their use, 
seat belts increase the likelihood of a WAD.  
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